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Description

PRIORITY APPLICATION

[0001] This application claims the benefit of U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 12/649,874 filed on December 30, 2009
and entitled "Ferrules Having an Anti-Rotation Feature and Fiber Optic Connectors Using the Same".

BACKGROUND

Field

[0002] The disclosure is directed to ferrules having an anti-rotation feature along with assemblies and fiber optic
connectors using the same. More specifically, the disclosure is directed to ferrules that have the anti-rotational feature
formed thereon.

Technical Background

[0003] Optical fiber is increasingly being used for a variety of applications, including but not limited to broadband voice,
video, and data transmission. Fiber optic connectors are used for making optical connections in the optical network.
One type of fiber optic connector uses a ferrule as a component of the fiber optic connector where a portion of the ferrule
is held by a ferrule holder. Generally speaking, the optical fiber is attached to the ferrule using an adhesive or the like
and then a conventional polishing process may be used to finish the end of the optical fiber and ferrule.
[0004] FIG. 1 shows a perspective view of a conventional notched ferrule 10. Conventional notched ferrule 10 includes
a notch for securing it with a ferrule holder molded therearound as known in the art. Ferrule 10 also has a bore (not
numbered) from a rear end 11 to a front end 13 for receiving an optical fiber therein. Notch 18 has a flat surface at the
rear end 11 that is formed during a secondary machining process. Specifically, ferrule 10 is manufactured such as by
extruding or injection molding a material such as a ceramic into a ferrule blank and then sintering for curing the same.
Thereafter, a single notch 18 is formed in ferrule 10 using a secondary grinding operation to form the flat surface as
shown. Then the ferrule can be further processed and used with a ferrule holder as a portion of a fiber optic connector.
[0005] Fiber optic connectors are typically mated together using an adapter or the like that precisely aligns the optical
fiber connector with the mating optical device such as a mating ferrule. The adapter aligns and holds the fiber optic
connector in position so that the optical connection may be made. However, forces on the fiber optic connector or its
cabling can cause damage of the fiber optic connection and result in failure. Simply stated, forces on the fiber optic
connector or cabling can cause damage by allowing the ferrule and the ferrule holder in the fiber optic connector to break
the bond therebetween. By way of example, FIG. 2 shows a cross-sectional view of ferrule 10 taken along line 2-2 with
a force F applied to ferrule 10. As shown, force F produces a torque about a bore 109 (i.e., the optical fiber) that acts at
a contact angle α to produce a rotational force at the notch 18. Force F may be broken down into two component forces:
Fm and FN as shown. If sufficient force and/or movement is applied to the cabling or fiber optic connectors, then undesirable
levels of optical attenuation may occur disrupting network traffic.
[0006] Typically, the optical networks include patch panels, data centers, and the like where a high density optical
connections are performed using fiber optic connectors. Moves, adds and changes to the optical network are typically
done at and around these high density optical connection locations and may disturb (i.e., move or pull) the cabling which
may disrupt the optical signals.
[0007] Females according to the prior art are known from FR 2 670 910 A1, EP 1 312 956 A1 and EP 1 394 584 A2.

SUMMARY

[0008] Embodiments of the disclosure are directed to ferrules having anti-rotation features along with fiber optic con-
nectors using the same. Within a fiber optic connector the ferrule is typically a portion of a ferrule assembly that includes
a ferrule holder molded about a rear portion of the ferrule. The disclosed ferrules have a body with a first diameter and
at least one bore extending from a rear end of the ferrule to a front end of the ferrule. In the invention, the ferrule has at
least one anti-rotation portion. The anti-rotation feature provide an improved ferrule design that improves structural
integrity. Methods for making the ferrules and assemblies including the ferrules are also disclosed.
[0009] Additional features and advantages will be set forth in the detailed description which follows, and in part will
be readily apparent to those skilled in the art from that description or recognized by practicing the same as described
herein, including the detailed description that follows, the claims, as well as the appended drawings.
[0010] It is to be understood that both the foregoing general description and the following detailed description present
embodiments that are intended to provide an overview or framework for understanding the nature and character of the
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claims. The accompanying drawings are included to provide a further understanding of the disclosure, and are incorpo-
rated into and constitute a part of this specification. The drawings illustrate various embodiments and together with the
description serve to explain the principles and operation.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

[0011]

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a conventional ferrule for a fiber optic cable that has a notch ground into a rear portion
of the same in a secondary manufacturing process;
FIG. 2 is a cross-sectional view of the conventional ferrule of FIG. 1 at the notched portion showing the angle of a
moment arm when a rotational force is applied to the ferrule;
FIG. 3 is a perspective view of a ferrule having at least one anti-rotation feature;
FIG. 4 is a cross-sectional view of the ferrule of FIG. 3 taken at line 4-4 showing the angle of a moment arm when
a rotational force is applied to the ferrule;
FIG. 5 is a cross-sectional view of the another ferrule having an angled rib for reducing the angle of a moment arm
when a rotational force is applied to the ferrule;
FIGS. 6 and 7 are cross-sectional views of yet other ferrules having more than two anti-rotation features;
FIG. 8 is a perspective view of the ferrule of FIG. 3 having a ferrule holder molded about a portion of the same;
FIG. 9 is a perspective view of a fiber optic connector that includes the ferrule and ferrule holder of FIG. 8 as a
portion of a cable assembly;
FIG. 10 is a perspective view of another fiber optic connector that includes a ferrule and ferrule holder similar to that
of FIG. 8 as a portion of a cable assembly;
FIG. 11 is a perspective view of another ferrule holder that may be used with the ferrules disclosed herein;
FIGS. 12-15 are perspective views of portions of other ferrules having at least one anti-rotation feature;
FIG. 16 is a perspective view of a ferrule having at least one female anti-rotation feature;
FIG. 17 is a perspective view of a still another ferrule having at least one anti-rotation feature that extends from the
ferrule;
FIGS. 18 and 19 respectively depict a perspective and a detailed view for a first type of mold for making ferrules
disclosed herein; and
FIGS. 20 and 21 respectively depict a perspective exploded view and a side view for a second type of mold for
making ferrules disclosed herein.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0012] Reference will now be made in detail to the preferred embodiments of the disclosure, examples of which are
illustrated in the accompanying drawings. The embodiments and methods described herein are suitable for ferrules used
in fiber optic connectors and associated components therefor. The concepts of the disclosure advantageously provide
ferrules having one or more anti-rotation features and may eliminate the secondary processing steps for creating the
anti-rotation features. The ferrules and ferrule assemblies disclosed herein are advantageous since they provide improved
structural integrity. Specifically, the torques applied during by a user may break the bond between the ferrule and the
ferrule holder allowing the optical fiber held by the ferrule to twist and break, thereby causing catastrophic failure of the
fiber optic connector. Additionally, the ferrules disclosed may be used as a component of any suitable connector such
as SC, LC, FC, ST, MU, and the like. Reference will now be made in detail to the preferred embodiments, examples of
which are illustrated in the accompanying drawings. Whenever possible, like reference numbers will be used to refer to
like components or parts.
[0013] FIG. 3 depicts a perspective view of a ferrule 100 having at least one molded recess portion 104 for inhibiting
rotation and/or translation of ferrule 100 when it is secured by a ferrule holder. Molded recess portion 104 of ferrule 100
has features that are formed when molding ferrule 100, which advantageously eliminates the need for a secondary
machining process for creating the anti-rotation and/or anti-translation features as done with conventional ferrules.
Besides eliminating secondary machining process for creating features, molding allows improved structural integrity as
discussed herein. As shown, ferrule 100 has a body (not numbered) with a first diameter D and at least one bore 109
extending from a rear end 101 of the ferrule 100 to a front end 103 of the ferrule 100 for receiving an optical fiber therein.
Bore 109 may include a lead-in portion (not numbered) at the rear end 101 and/or other geometry as known in the art.
[0014] More specifically, the molded recess portion 104 includes at least one recessed portion 106 adjacent to at least
one anti-rotation portion 108 (i.e., a rib). The at least one recessed portion 106 has a second dimension that is smaller
than the first diameter D of ferrule 100 and generally inhibits longitudinal movement using the front and rear step-down
portions (not numbered) of the recessed portion 106 that engage with the ferrule holder. In this embodiment, the anti-
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rotation portions 108 extend from ferrule 100 and have an outer dimension that is generally larger than the recessed
portion 106 such as essentially the same as the first diameter D of ferrule 100, but other dimensions that are larger than
the recessed portion 106 are possible. In other embodiments, the anti-rotation portions may extend beyond the first
diameter D of the ferrule or recessed below first diameter D.
[0015] The ferrules and ferrule assemblies disclosed herein are advantageous since they provide an improved bond
between the ferrule holder and the ferrule. For instance, if the craft twists the dust cap on or off the ferrule with too much
force it may apply a torque that breaks the bond between the ferrule and ferrule holder. If this bond between the ferrule
and ferrule holder is broken it allows the optical fiber held by the ferrule to twist as the ferrule rotates. Thus, breaking of
the bond between the ferrule and ferrule holder may cause a catastrophic failure of the fiber optic connector.
[0016] FIG. 3 shows recessed portion 106 with a barrel shape, but other shapes are possible such as planar or generally
flat surfaces and the like. As used herein, a barrel portion is a profile of the recesses portion that is attached to an anti-
rotation portion. As depicted in this embodiment, the molded recessed portion 104 has two recessed portions 106
separated by two anti-rotation portions 108, but other embodiment can have other suitable numbers of recessed portions
and/or anti-rotation portions such as more than two recessed portions and anti-rotation portions.
[0017] The molded recessed portion of the disclosed ferrules inhibits both longitudinal movement and rotation move-
ment between a ferrule holder that is molded over a portion of ferrule 100 as shown in FIG. 8. Simply stated, the recessed
portions 106 inhibits longitudinal movement relative to the ferrule holder and the anti-rotation portions 108 inhibit rotation
relative to the ferrule holder. Additionally, the geometry of the anti-rotation portion 108 may reduce the contact angle
applied to the ferrule when a force F is applied, thereby inhibiting damage and failure of the fiber optic connector. The
force F (or torque) is shown with a moment arm that passes through the centerline of the ferrule.
[0018] By way of example, FIG. 4 depicts a comparative cross-sectional view of ferrule 100 taken through the molded
recess portion 104 along line 4-4. Ferrule 100 has two recessed portions 106 that are separated by the two anti-rotation
portions 108. The anti-rotational portions 108 have respective sidewalls 112. In this embodiment, the sidewalls 112 are
generally parallel to each other and advantageously reduce a contact angle β of a rotation force F applied to the ferrule
100 compared with the conventional ferrule of FIGS. 1 and 2. In other words, contact angle β of ferrule 100 is essentially
parallel to a centerline of the anti-rotation feature 108 (i.e., rib). The reduction between the contact angle α of the
conventional notched ferrule 10 and the contact angle β in ferrule 100 improves the structural integrity of the ferrule
holder assembly of the fiber optic connectors when stressed such as when cleaning or when twisting the dust cap onto
the ferrule.
[0019] Other variations of ferrules according to the disclosed concepts are possible. For instance, ferrules can have
other suitable contact angles. By way of example, FIG. 5 shows another ferrule 100’ having anti-rotation portions 108
with sidewalls 112’ that are not parallel with each other, thereby producing a contact angle Δ. Simply stated, sidewalls
112’ are skewed inward toward the centerline of the anti-rotation feature 108 (i.e., the rib) as shown. Forming sidewalls
112’ with a non-parallel orientation provides a reduction in the contact angle compared with ferrule 100. Ferrule 100’
has a contact angle A that is two degrees or less. However, other embodiments could have contact angles that are less
than two degrees such as zero or even negative in value (i.e., less than two degrees).
[0020] Ferrules with relatively small contact angles such as ten degrees or less provide in improved rotation retention
with the ferrule holder. For instance, when the force F is applied it is transferred between ferrule 100’ and the associated
ferrule holder so that the force acts a on a perpendicular plane of the sidewall of the ferrule rather than along a chord
of the outer diameter of the ferrule such as shown in FIG. 2 with the conventional ferrule 10. Consequently, reducing
the contact angle makes the Fm component (the sliding force) of the force F smaller. When Fm approaches zero the
structural integrity is then only limited by the material strength of the components and geometry. In other words, reducing
the shear forces at the interface between the ferrule and ferrule holder makes for a more robust assembly.
[0021] Still other variations of ferrules according to the concepts disclosed are possible. For instance, FIG. 6 shows
a ferrule 130 not covered by the invention having four recessed portions 106 and four anti-rotation portions 108. In this
embodiment, the recessed portions 106 and anti-rotation portions 108 are shown spaced apart at equal distances, but
unequal spacing of portions is also possible but may not perform as well. Anti-rotation portions 108 (i.e., the ribs) have
respective sidewalls 112 (not all instances of which are numbered for clarity) that are slightly angled outward away from
the centerline as they approach respective recessed portions 106. In this embodiment, sidewalls 112 are angled as
discussed manner so that the respective cores of the mold may be easily removed; however, there are other mold
configurations and/or ferrule designs that may be used with more than two recessed portions and anti-rotation portions.
[0022] Illustratively, FIG. 7 shows a cross-section of a ferrule 140 taken through the molded recess portion. Ferrule
140 is similar to ferrule 130, except it has anti-rotation portions 108 with different shapes. Simply stated, the anti-rotation
portions 108 at the north and south positions have sidewalls 112’ with a non-parallel orientation for providing a reduction
in the contact angle. On the other hand, the anti-rotation portions 108 at the east and west positions have sidewalls 112
that are angled slightly outward for allowing release of the ferrule from the mold using slides like depicted in FIGS. 18
and 19. Thus, ferrule 140 is a design that has hybrid anti-rotation portions so that it can be released from the appropriate
mold (i.e., drafts for mold separation on the east and west anti-rotation portions). Other ferrule designs could have all
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of the anti-rotation portions with sidewalls having a non-parallel orientation for providing a reduction in the contact angle,
but the mold would have to be designed accordingly such as with four slides.
[0023] FIG. 8 shows a ferrule assembly 125 having ferrule 100 with a ferrule holder 122 molded over a rear portion
thereof. In this embodiment, ferrule holder 122 is molded over a rear portion of ferrule 100. Likewise, the other ferrules
disclosed herein can have a ferrule holder molder over a rear portion thereof. Ferrule assembly 125 is used for forming
a portion of a suitable fiber optic connector as known in the art. By way of example, FIG. 9 depicts ferrule assembly 125
as a portion of a fiber optic connector 180. More specifically, FIG. 9 depicts that fiber optic connector 180 is a portion of
a cable assembly 300 that includes a fiber optic cable 190 attached to the fiber optic connector 180. In this embodiment,
ferrule assembly 125 is a portion of a SC fiber optic connector, but ferrules and associated ferrule assemblies may be
used with any suitable type of fiber optic connector and/or cable assembly.
[0024] Illustratively, FIG. 10 depicts a cable assembly 400 having a ferrule assembly 150 that is similar to ferrule
assembly 125 of FIG. 8, but ferrule assembly 150 is appropriately sized for an LC fiber optic connector 185. In other
words, the ferrule and the ferrule assembly 150 are sized smaller for the LC fiber optic connector 185. Cable assembly
also includes fiber optic cable 190 that provides an optical fiber for fiber optic connector 185. The ferrule and ferrule
assemblies disclosed herein may be used with still other suitable fiber optic connectors such as duplex LC connectors
and the like.
[0025] FIG. 11 depicts a perspective view of another ferrule holder assembly 125’ that may be used with ferrules
disclosed herein. As shown, ferrule holder assembly 125’ includes a ferrule holder 124 having a forward portion with a
spherical feature for cooperating with the housing, thereby allowing relative movement therebetween. Specifically, the
spherical feature of the ferrule holder permits rotational translation of the ferrule holder in two degrees of freedom relative
to the housing and inhibits the longitudinal translation of the ferrule holder in same two degrees of freedom relative to
the housing, thereby providing improved side-loading performance. FIG. 11 is a perspective view and a top view showing
ferrule holder 114. FIG. 11 shows that the forward portion of ferrule holder 114 has a flat front face that is biased against
a seat (not numbered) of a housing of the fiber optic connector. As shown in FIG. 11 keying features 116 of ferrule 124
have a profile (not numbered) shaped for allowing ferrule holder 114 to rotate about the X-axis when disposed within
housing 16. Simply stated, the profile of the keying features 116 have two relatively shallow V-like portions 116a that
are generally aligned with the spherical portion 115 of ferrule holder 124 forming an hourglass like profile, thereby allowing
ferrule holder 114 to rotate about the X-axis relative to the housing of the fiber optic connector. Whereas, the spherical
portion 115 allows ferrule holder 114 to rotate about the Y-axis relative to the housing. Ferrule holder 124 is disclosed
in more detail in U.S. App. Ser. No. 12/570,924 assigned to Corning Cable Systems.
[0026] FIGS. 12-15 are perspective views of portions of still other variations of ferrules having at least one anti-rotation
feature. FIGS. 12 and 13 show portions of ferrules 202 and 204 and are similar to ferrules shown above. Ferrules 206
and 208 of FIGS. 14 and 15 include radial ribbing in the recessed portion to create more compartments that are recessed
as shown. FIG. 16 is a perspective view of still other variation of a ferrule 160 not covered by the invention having at
least one anti-rotation feature 168. As shown, ferrule 160 includes an anti-rotation feature configured as a female anti-
rotation feature (i.e., a female rib that is recessed within the ferrule as a T-slot). In this embodiment, the female anti-
rotation feature 168 allows interlocking between the ferrule and of the material of the ferrule holder that is molded
thereover. Other variations of female anti-rotation features are possible such as an H-slot or other suitable shapes. FIG.
17 is a perspective view of still another ferrule 170 not covered by the invention having at least one anti-rotation feature
178. In this example, the anti-rotation feature is a rib that extends from the ferrule to allow interlocking with a ferrule
holder that is molded thereover. In this example, the ribs that form the anti-rotation features extend beyond the first
diameter of the ferrule; instead of being recessed relative to the first diameter.
[0027] The ferrules disclosed herein have improved rotational retention to the ferrule holders that are molded thereto.
Table 1 lists the minimum break torque for different ferrule designs in units of ounces-inch (oz-in). As used herein, "break
torque" is the amount of torque required to break the bond between the ferrule and the ferrule holder, thereby allowing
rotational movement therebetween. The minimum break torque is measured by sampling a small batch of ferrule such
as ten ferrules and preferably more and recording the lowest sample of break torque. Ferrules disclosed have a minimum
break torque that at least matches the prior art ferrule with two notches. In other words, the ferrules disclosed have a
minimum break torque of at least 4 ounces-inch (oz-in), i.e. 0.02825 Nm, but other larger minimum break torques are
possible for the ferrules, thereby improving the structural integrity.
[0028] Specifically, Table 1 lists two conventional ferrule designs with notches that are formed by grinding a blank and
four different ferrules with anti-rotation portions (i.e., ribs). All of the tested ferrules in Table 1 were formed of ceramic
with a polymer ferrule holder molded thereon. For instance, ferrule was formed from a ceramic such as zirconia and the
ferrule holder is formed by a glass-filled PBT such as a 30 percent glass-filled polybutylene terephthalate (PBT). For
testing the specific ferrule was secured in a collet of a lathe and then the torque was increased and the break torque
was measured using a commercially available digital torque gauge. As shown, the conventional ferrule 10 of FIG. 1 had
a low minimum break torque of 1.65 oz-in, i.e. 0.01165 Nm. The minimum break torque is increased when a conventional
ferrule similar to ferrule 10 having two opposing notches (not illustrated) is tested, but this design requires another
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secondary grinding operation for removing the material. On the other hand, the ferrule designs represented in FIGS.
12-15 were tested with the results listed in Table 1. As shown, the ferrules using the concepts disclosed herein have
improved structural integrity with a higher minimum break torque and average break torque for the sampling.

[0029] Also ferrules can include other structures or features. For instance, a ferrule may include an insert that is
pressed into the body of the ferrule for aligning the optical fiber. The insert may have any suitable structure and/or
material. By way of example, U.S. Pat. Nos. 4,867,525 and 4,994,134 disclose ferrules that use an insert.
[0030] Also disclosed are methods for making a ferrule for a fiber optic connector. The method includes the steps of
providing a ferrule mold for producing an anti-rotation feature on the ferrule such as rib. Then, the ferrule mold is prepared
and a ferrule material is placed into the ferrule mold. Finally, the ferrule with the anti-rotation features molded therein is
removed from the ferrule mold. Further, the methods disclosed can further include the step of molding the ferrule holder
about the ferrule to form the assembly as shown in FIG. 7. Thereafter, the fiber optic connector can be assembled using
the ferrule assembly as a portion of the same and may also form a portion of a cable assembly having a fiber optic
connector attached to the fiber optic cable.
[0031] Additionally, any suitable type of mold may be used for creating ferrules disclosed herein. By way of example,
FIGS. 18 and 19 respectively depict a partially exploded perspective view and a detailed view of a component for a first
type of ferrule mold 500 for making ferrules according to the method disclosed herein. Ferrule mold 500 includes a mold
body 502, a pair of slides 504, and a core portion 506 as shown. Mold body 502 is shaped to provide the outer surface
to the molded ferrule and core portion 506 includes a core pin 506a that cooperates with mold body 502 to form the
optical fiber bore of the ferrule. In other words, core portion 506 moves relative to mold body 502 so that the core pin
extends into mold body 502 at the appropriated location thereby forming the bore in the ferrule for an optical fiber.
[0032] FIG. 19 shows a detailed view of one slide 504 for forming part of the recessed portion of the ferrule. As shown
in FIG. 18, slides 504 fit into portions of mold body 502. In this embodiment, each slide 504 forms one-half of the recess
portion of the ferrule. In other words, the ferrule mold has at least one anti-rotation forming portion. In this embodiment,
ferrule mold 500 includes slides 504 having at least one portion for creating at least one anti-rotation portion of the
ferrule. Other mold embodiments could use other numbers of slides such as four, but the slides should be designed so
that they can release and be removed from the ferrule being molded. After assembly of the ferrule mold 500 components,
the ferrule material is placed into the mold. Thereafter, the core portion 506 and slides 504 are removed and the molded
ferrule is removed from the mold. The curing of the ferrule can use any suitable method or technique such as sintering
depending on the ferrule material used. Additionally, other ferrule dressing/finishing operations may occur after molding
such as smoothing part lines, removing the sprue, finishing the surface or the like, but no secondary grinding operations
are required for forming the anti-rotation feature on the ferrule since they are molded into the same.
[0033] Other types of molds are also possible for forming ferrules disclosed herein. For instance, FIGS. 20 and 21
respectively depict a perspective exploded view and a side view for a second type of ferrule mold 600 for making ferrules
disclosed herein. Ferrule mold 600 includes mold bodies 602, a core pin 604, and a core portion 606. Generally speaking,
mold bodies fit together and provide a cavity for forming the general outer shape for the ferrule including the recessed
portions. Then core pin 604 and core portion 606 are inserted at respective ends of mold bodies 602 to complete the
mold 600 as shown in FIG. 21. In this embodiment, each mold body 602 has at least one anti-rotation forming portion.
Still other mold designs and/or techniques are possible for forming ferrules described herein.
[0034] Although the disclosure has been illustrated and described herein with reference to preferred embodiments
and specific examples thereof, it will be readily apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art that other embodiments and
examples can perform similar functions and/or achieve like results. All such embodiments and examples are within the
scope of the disclosure as defined by the claims.

Table 1: Minimum Break Torque for Ferrule (1 oz-im = 0.007062 Nm)

Ferrule Design Minimum Break Torque (oz-
in)

Average Break Torque (oz-
in)

Ferrule 10 (Fig. 1) 1.65 2.53

Ferrule with two conventional notches (not 
illustrated)

4.10 5.98

Ferrule A (Fig. 12) 7.20 9.41

Ferrule B (Fig. 13) 9.55 10.76

Ferrule C (Fig. 14) 9.00 10.66

Ferrule D (Fig. 15) 8.15 10.37
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Claims

1. A ferrule (100’, 140) for a fiber optic connector, comprising:

a body with a first diameter and at least one bore (109), the at least one bore (109) extending from a rear end
(101) of the ferrule (100’, 140) to a front end (103) of the ferrule (100’,140),
wherein the ferrule (100’, 140) has at least one anti-rotation rib (108) extending from a recessed portion (106)
of the body,
characterized in that
said at least one anti-rotation rib (108) has non-parallel side walls (112’), each side wall (112’) being skewed
towards a respective centerline joining the external edge of the anti-rotation rib (108) corresponding to said side
wall (112’) to said bore (109) such that a contact angle is less than two degrees, the contact angle being defined
as the angle between the axis extending from said side wall (112’) and said respective centerline.

2. The ferrule of claim 1, further including a ferrule holder (122, 124) molded about the rear portion of the ferrule (100’,
140).

3. The ferrule of claim 2, wherein the ferrule holder (124) has a spherical feature.

4. The ferrule of claims 2 or 3, wherein the ferrule holder (122, 124) assembly has a minimum break torque of 4 ounce-
inches, i.e. 0.02825 N.m.

5. The ferrule of claims 1-5, wherein the ferrule (100’, 140) has at least two anti-rotation ribs (108).

6. The ferrule of claims 1-5, wherein the at least one anti-rotation rib (108) has an outer dimension that is essentially
the same as the first diameter.

7. The ferrule of claims 1-6, wherein the ferrule (140) has at least four anti-rotation portions (108).

8. The ferrule of claims 1-7, the ferrule (100’, 140) being a portion of a fiber optic connector.

9. The ferrule of claims 1-8, the ferrule (100’, 140) being a portion of a fiber optic connector and the fiber optic connector
being a portion of a cable assembly.

Patentansprüche

1. Ferrule (100’, 140) für einen faseroptischen Verbinder, der Folgendes umfasst:

einen Körper mit einem ersten Durchmesser und wenigstens einer Bohrung (109), wobei sich die wenigstens
eine Bohrung (109) von einem hinteren Ende (101) der Ferrule (100’, 140) zu einem vorderen Ende (103) der
Ferrule (100’, 140) erstreckt,
wobei die Ferrule (100’, 140) wenigstens einen Drehverhinderungssteg (108) besitzt, der sich von einem aus-
gesparten Abschnitt (106) des Körpers erstreckt,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
der wenigstens eine Drehverhinderungssteg (108) nicht parallele Seitenwände (112’) besitzt, wobei jede Sei-
tenwand (112’) zu einer jeweiligen Mittellinie, die die Außenkante des Drehverhinderungsstegs (108), die der
Seitenwand (112’) entspricht, mit der Bohrung (109) verbindet, geneigt ist, so dass ein Kontaktwinkel kleiner
als zwei Grad ist, wobei der Kontaktwinkel als der Winkel zwischen der Achse, die sich von der Seitenwand
(112’) erstreckt, und der jeweiligen Mittellinie definiert ist.

2. Ferrule nach Anspruch 1, die ferner eine Ferrulenhalterung (122, 124) enthält, die um den hinteren Abschnitt der
Ferrule (100’, 140) gegossen ist.

3. Ferrule nach Anspruch 2, wobei die Ferrulenhalterung (124) ein sphärisches Merkmal besitzt.

4. Ferrule nach den Ansprüchen 2 oder 3, wobei die Ferrulenhalterungsanordnung (122, 124) ein minimales Bruch-
drehmoment von 4 Unzen-Zoll, d. h. 0,02825 Nm, besitzt.
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5. Ferrule nach den Ansprüchen 1 bis 5, wobei die Ferrule (100’, 140) wenigstens zwei Drehverhinderungsstege (108)
besitzt.

6. Ferrule nach den Ansprüchen 1 bis 5, wobei der wenigstens eine Drehverhinderungssteg (108) eine Außenabmes-
sung besitzt, die im Wesentlichen gleich dem ersten Durchmesser ist.

7. Ferrule nach den Ansprüchen 1 bis 6, wobei die Ferrule (140) wenigstens vier Drehverhinderungsabschnitte (108)
besitzt.

8. Ferrule nach den Ansprüchen 1 bis 7, wobei die Ferrule (100’, 140) ein Abschnitt eines faseroptischen Verbinders ist.

9. Ferrule nach den Ansprüchen 1 bis 8, wobei die Ferrule (100’, 140) ein Abschnitt eines faseroptischen Verbinders
ist und der faseroptische Verbinder ein Abschnitt einer Kabelanordnung ist.

Revendications

1. Ferrule (100’, 140) pour un connecteur de fibre optique, comprenant :

un corps avec un premier diamètre et au moins un alésage (109), l’au moins un alésage (109) s’étendant depuis
une extrémité arrière (101) de la ferrule (100’, 140) jusqu’à une extrémité frontale (103) de la ferrule (100’, 140),
la ferrule (100’, 140) présentant au moins une nervure anti-rotation (108) s’étendant depuis une portion en
retrait (106) du corps,
caractérisée en ce que
ladite au moins une nervure anti-rotation (108) a des parois latérales non parallèles (112’), chaque paroi latérale
(112’) étant inclinée vers un axe central respectif reliant le bord externe de la nervure anti-rotation (108) cor-
respondant à ladite paroi latérale (112’) audit alésage (109) de telle sorte qu’un angle de contact soit inférieur
à deux degrés, l’angle de contact étant défini comme l’angle entre l’axe s’étendant depuis ladite paroi latérale
(112’) et ledit axe central respectif.

2. Ferrule selon la revendication 1, comportant en outre un support de ferrule (122, 124) moulé autour de la portion
arrière de la ferrule (100’, 140).

3. Ferrule selon la revendication 2, dans laquelle le support de ferrule (124) a un élément sphérique.

4. Ferrule selon les revendications 2 ou 3, dans laquelle l’ensemble de support de ferrule (122, 124) a un couple de
rupture minimum de 4 once-pouce, c’est-à-dire de 0,02825 N.m.

5. Ferrule selon les revendications 1 à 5, dans laquelle la ferrule (100’, 140) a au moins deux nervures anti-rotation (108).

6. Ferrule selon les revendications 1 à 5, dans laquelle l’au moins une nervure anti-rotation (108) a une dimension
externe qui est essentiellement la même que le premier diamètre.

7. Ferrule selon les revendications 1 à 6, dans laquelle la ferrule (140) a au moins quatre portions anti-rotation (108).

8. Ferrule selon les revendications 1 à 7, la ferrule (100’, 140) étant une portion d’un connecteur de fibre optique.

9. Ferrule selon les revendications 1 à 8, la ferrule (100’, 140) étant une portion d’un connecteur de fibre optique et le
connecteur de fibre optique étant une portion d’un ensemble de câble.
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